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Abstract

You should avoid from the abbreviations in the abstract. If you want to use the abbreviation in abstract section. Please introduce these abbreviations: AVR and SAVR.

Background

1. You already introduce TAVR in the abstract section. In the first paragraph, you don't need to introduce again here. You could use only as TAVR.

2. If you introduce "surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR)" in the abstract, you can use only abbreviation here.

Case presentation

Why did you use continuous suture technique for AVR?

Discussion

At the third sentence at first paragraph in discussion section, you have written as "In patients with impaired LV ejection function (LVEF)...". In my opinion, You should use "LV ejection fraction" instead of "LV ejection function".

Conclusion

You can write the conclusion section by expanding.

Thank you for sharing a rare and different case report with us.
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